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THE COMPANY
At home in Europe. This is Prime Capital. We are an independent asset management firm with high
expertise in alternative investments. In direct exchange with our offices in London, Luxembourg and our
head office in Frankfurt am Main we do our utmost every day to invest fund s reasonably on the capital
market – to realize maximum benefit for our customers. But what really counts is the comprehensive know how of our staff.
Would you like to invest with us in your future? Are you interested in innovative financial products? Then
start as part of a dynamic Team where we live diversity, and take over responsibility as

Asset Manager (f/m)
Infrastructure and Renewable Energy
based in Frankfurt/permanent/full time
YOUR NEW CHALLENGE
We have an exciting opportunity for an Asset Manager to join our Infrastructure Team. As a Manager you will
be responsible for the operation and profitability of assigned renewable energy assets (wind, hydro and/or
other infrastructure assets) owned and managed by Prime Capital clients and investment funds. This includes
revenue monitoring, insurance, operations and maintenance, performance monitoring, and reporting.
You will also be responsible for identifying and recommending asset optimisation strategies to enhance the
performance of the operations of the infrastructure assets, managing relationships with company service
providers and investors, as well as other duties (health and safety etc.) associated with the position of Asset
Manager. This position reports to the Head of Infrastructure.
YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES


Ongoing supervision and technical management of infrastructure assets and maximizing the value of
the asset. Optimising all elements of the asset commensurate with the appropriate risk profile .



Organising and implementing a business plan that meets the objectives of the project structure and
contracts. Monitoring and analysing the key performance indicators of the project.



Technical and commercial reporting to investors and participate in internal review process to report on
the current and forecast performance of asset.
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Represent the company’s interest at the project level to assure maximum profitability and return on
investment including participation in the budgeting processes.



Maintain thorough awareness of technical, commercial and financial issues related to assigned projects
including appropriately timed visits to the projects.



Provide support to project staff, if needed to resolve appropriate project, regulatory, contractual or
commercial issues.



Participate in project, customer and client meetings, conferences and discussions to assure active
involvement in the asset's affairs.



Provide updates on regulatory or market changes, which have an impact on the portfolio or individual
assets.



Support investment team in activities related to valuation and acquisition of assets and support client
solutions team in activities related to fund raising and communication with clients.

OUR ASSET, YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS


At least 5 years of energy and/or technical experience along with at least 3 years of renewable energy asset
management experience. Graduate degree in business, engineering, or related field preferred.



Demonstrable knowledge of wind and solar power assets, life-cycle analysis, operational requirements,
safety and compliance requirements: effective management practices, planning, budgeting and financial
assessment.



Skilled in negotiating contracts and agreements, and exceptional presentation and communication skills.



Fluent in English and German; other languages would be a plus.



Proficiency in Microsoft Office, especially Microsoft Excel



Strong commercial judgment and technical acumen with strong attention to detail, ability to manage
multiple and shifting priorities, with a strong focus on results and outcomes



Be proficient at working autonomously yet be a strong and effective team contributor



Willingness to travel

YOUR PROFIT
We offer our employees a competitive, performance-based remuneration plus bonus, excellent development
prospects, 30 days holiday, as well as extensive fringe benefits, which include


Flexible working time models



Lunch food vouchers



Sport and health offerings

By the way: To date assets of more than Euro 7.5 billion are being structured, securitized, booked on various
platforms as well as managed or advised by Prime Capital. That is why we need out-of-the-box thinkers like you.
Grow with us!
ALREADY CONVINCED?
Then apply right now by filling out the application form and send us your detailed application as PDF file with a
maximum size of 5 MB by stating your salary expectations and your earliest starting date.
We are looking forward to getting to know you!
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